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We present thrc:e possible approaches to a homology theory of automak Two of these 
require the state space to possess a tolerance. This peimits us to proceed by analogy with either 
the Gmplki~ or the cubic@ theories of the topoh@zal category. The third approach describes a 
homolwy theory of automata as such. 

Fixec; simplex theorems are stated. It is suggested that homology theory might be used to 
classify automata. 

&bib [l, 21 has suggested that the desirable property of continuity may f?e 
introduced into autolmata theory by requiring an automaton’s slate space be given 
a tolerance, in the sense of Zeeman [lOI. 

&ton [‘T] has developed the theory of t4erance spaces in some depth. He 
yed the algeblraic machinery of homology theory, evolveci in the context of 
gy, to prove a fixed simplex theorem for tolerance map!;. 

5,9] the present authors have explored connections between 
input action on the state space of a tolerance automaton and the homology of 

on 1 of the present paper clescribes those results briefly and 
educes definitions necessary for the sequel. Most importantly, we show why 
tain definitions, alternative to those of Boston, are more suitable in the 

nes the possibility that muclh of that work might indeed be 
ependent of the s,tate space tolerance, which can be considered to result from 
input action. Thus arises the possibility of a homology theory of automata per 
We explore the ;rutomaton analogues of l~omology concepts. 

Section 3 we return again to tolerance alltomata. The central observation of 
ection is that an input applied to a point of the state space moves it to a final 

sition within tolerance of its initial position, i;F the inertial tolerance of &bib 
Imagine points within tolerance to be joined by lines, so that 

e state space exhibits a graph structure. Thc:n any collection of points and lines 
rmins the one-dimensional skeleton of an n-dimensional cube will be shifted by 

/n input so that the initial and final points together iz;rm an (n + I)-dimensional 
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cube. This suggested that a more natural way to develop 
inertial automata would 'be based upon cubes rather than 
Section 1.. 

a homology theory of 
upon the simplexes of 

In topology, cubical homology alreacrly exislts as sn alternative to the more 
familiar simplicial approach so, agam, it is possible to carry over some of that 
already existent machinery. 0Ece the necessary definitions are made and linked to 
the algebra, the results; of homology theory may be directly transferred to 
automata. We have stated what needs to be known of this theory in the 
Appendix. 

The major applications of homology theory in topology are to the proving of 
fixed siml3lex theorems for continuous maps and to classification of spaces. We 
state tixe;.f simplex theorems in our automata analogies and indicate how further 
work might help with automaTon classification. 

Examples to demonstrate the perhaps unfamiliar definitions are given. 

1. Tolevamwe automata 

1.1. An uutornaton A =(X, Y, Q,5, A) is a triple of finite sets (X, Y, Q) and a pair 
of functions L&A), 6:Xx0-+0, A:XxQ -+ ‘I’. Q is called the state set, X the 
input set, Y khe output set, S the next state function and A the output function 

1.2. Our discussion will concern only the action of S and will hence ignore Y and 
A. Such a structure is called by Ginzburg [4] a semi-automaton, but we will 
continue to refer to it as an automaton We will abbreviate 6(x, q) as q - x; this lets 
us read input strings from left to right in the order of their action on Q. 

1.3. Arbib [l, 21 raised the question of a theory of tolerarzce autonzata by pointing 
‘to the similarity between automata theory and control theory. The topological 
htructure of the state space in the latter is replaced in the finite space, automaton 
analogy by a tolerance space (Zeeman [lo]). 

1.4. A tolerance spgct? (Q., p) is a set Q with ,L symmetric, reflexive relation p. 
We write p(q, q’) as qpq’; we say “q is within tderance ofq”’ ot “q is near q’“. 
In Fenera all tolerances will be denoted by p as long :\s there is no possibility of 

confu:;ion. 

LS., A. path from q to q’ in a tolerance space Q is a tinite sequence {qO, . . . , q,,} 
with cl0 = cl, qn =q’and qipqi_1 for i=lL,...,n. 

16. Mlowing Arbib [ 11, a tolerance automaton will be called inertial if q l x p q 
for all x E X, q E Q. Input action is then continuous, in the sense that an input 
strirmg moves each state point along a path in Q. 
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1.‘7. Many concepts QE topology can be carried over into the tolerance space 
category [Muir and Warner 161). 

A tolerance nrap f fresm a tolerance space X to a tolerance space Y is a function 
f : X + Y such that x p x’+ f(n) pf(x’). 

Let Yx denote the set of tolerance maps from X to Y. Then define: 
(i) the usual fundim spuce tolerance on Yx by fP g iff f(x) p g( x’) for all x p x’ 

in X; 
(ii) the coarse fin&on spae tolerance on Yx by fP g id f(x) p g(x) for all 

XEX. 
In either case, two elements f, g of Yx can be said to be homotopic if there is a 

path from f to g in YX. Homotopy is obviously an equivalence relaticn on Yx. 

l.& The usual function space is that employed by Poston [7]. D&ning an 
n-simplex to be a set of n + 1 mutually near points, he develolz , a homology 
thecry which is identical in form with the classical simplicial theory sketched in 
the Appendix of this paper. This leads to a fixed simplex theorem for contractible 
tolerance spaces, i.e. those for which the constant map is homotopic to the 
identity. 

1.9. If we attempt to apply this TV input strings in tolerance automata theory we 
first need the inputs to be tolerance maps of Q to itself. That is, the automaton 
should r3e smbfe in the sense of Arbib [l]. 

Then we should like an input string to be homotopic to the identity, so that :ve 
could employ the corollary quoted in the Appendix. IIowever, th;e most im- 
mediz te automata-theoretic candidate which might yield this property-inertia, 
that 1s (Section 1.5 above)-only permits us to say that 9 p x l q. Thus r p 1 only in 
the coarse funtion space tolerance on QQ. 

This motillrated our previous work (Muir & Warner [6]; Warner [9]1 where we 
argued th;.t the coarse function space tolerance is more suited tc. tolerance 
automata theory. We also developed a homology theory for tolerance spaces 
which was applied to tolerance automata, in particular to those which are stable 
and inertial. The defir,itizr*. ccac~,ted for an n-simplex in a tolerance space was 
suggested by Dowker’s “IIomology of relations” (Dowker [3]). Thus, we defined 
an n-simplex to be n + 1 points which are p related to a point; this is clearly less 
restrictive than Poston’s definition. 

2. Homdagy of 

2.L Any automaton can he considered as 2 tolerance automaton by letting the 
inpu? action define the inertial tolerance. This loses information about the 
direction of the input’s ;Iction since tolerancse is required to be symmetric. It is 
natural then to ask whether tolerance can be by-passed, defining a homology 
theory of automata directly from the input ;ction. 
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22. L,et A = (X, Q) be an automaton. An n-sirllp~Icx is a set a of n + 1 points 

bb9 - - ’ 7 q,,} for which there exists 4 E Q and x0, . . . , x, E X with qf = q l x, for 
‘- L- 0 - * ? n. q is called the pivot of cr. 

This is motivated directly from Dowker [3], in *which for any relation p from a 
set X to a set Y a simplicial complex can be defined on Y, by considering any 
it + 1 points of Y which are R-related to a single point of X to be an n-simplex. 

Dualiy, there is also a simplicial structure on X, of point-sets which are 
R-related to poir:fs of Y, and it is a principal result of Dowker’s work that the 
homolugy theories thus constructed on X and Y are isomorphic 

In our case, therefore, we can define a dual n-simplex of A to be n + l-points 

{401 - * * , q,,] which can be mapped to a single pr-int. 4 by appropGate inputs. 

2.3. tit qj E (3. The UI.W~RUII~ si:mpiex pivoted at 4, is mi = i~~i l x : x E X}. 
The action of a simplicial map f : Q + Q’ is then determinetd by its effect on ,911 

mi. Each is to be mapped to a simplex of A’ and this requires there to exist 
functions p : Q -+ Q’, a : X Y Q + X’ such that f(4 l x) = p(4) - a(x, 4). Call p a 
piust map of f. 

Note that there is a i<i ed of duality between f and #3 in that p is a dual simplex 
map with pivot map fi for 

7=41 'Xl 

=q2*x2 3 

f(4) = 9(4,’ l u(x~, q;) 

= /?B(C!,, l CL L*, qL). 

2.4. A special case is whecid p = f. The resulting characterization @(y l x) = 

p(q) . ar(x, q) is reminiscent of ,he idea of automatc;~ mor@ism (Ginzburg [4]), in 
which (x is indepencen~ of q. 

We will refer to a pair (a, fi) satisfying this eql.ation as a pseudo-morphism 
from A to A’. 

If we consider a morphism of automata to expres the ability of one automaton 
to refL:t the behaviour of the other, then our gen .:ralization still permits A’ to 
mimic 11 with the added proviso ttlat the input achil;,ving that end depends on the 
state reached. 

As with topological simplicial theory, one of the applications of a homology 
theory would be to detect the absence of such maps via the impossibility of 
induced homology homorph isms. 

2.5. As seen in the Appendix, one of the key applications of homology theory in 
topology is the proof of fixed-simplex theorems for maps of ;i simplicial complex 
to itself. 

Bn autorn eta theory, the most interesting maps ::rl;: those induced by the inputs. 
Consider thl: following example. 
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EXWE@S 1, An automaton, some of whose irq,+ts-are simplic~al map& 

Let Q = (1,2,3,4, S}, X = {a, b, c} with action 

1 2 3 4 5 

I----- 

~23513 
b25255 
~52433. 

Then a is simplicial !Jvith ~1, /3 given by 

a12345 

i- 

@12345 
.P- - 

a a b c c b 2 4 4 2 5 
baccaa 
c a c a b b 

and b is simplicial with (different) CC, p given by 

is 
However, c does not give a simplicial map, since 2 l ac = 4, 2 l bc = 3 and there 
no element of Q which can play the role of p(2) be mapping, to both 3 and 4. 
The requirements here cre pretty stringent, hcjwever, for the inputs themselves 

define the simplicial structure and it is a lot to ask that they are then also 
simplicial maps with respect to it. 

~~12345 

I 
612345 

a a a I: b c -t 31131. 
b a c c: a c 
cacccb 

The same might be said of &bib’s [2] discussion of inertial, stable, tolerance 
automata-if the inputs induce: the tolerance by requifing inertia, then it is very 
restrictive to ask also for those inputs to be stable. 

2.6. More stringent still is to a:sk when an input x induces a pseudo-morphism of 
A to itself. This requires there to exist a function cy : X x Q + X such that, for all 
qE 8, x’EX, we have 

q ’ x’x = q l .xa(x’, q) 

If x is a permutation then this condition will be satisfied with cy independent of 
q (a morphism, see Section 2.4) if conjugation by x maps X to itself-that is, if 
x-‘x’x E X ,wheneqer x’EX. 

2.7. There is, of course, no nc:ed to confine ourselves to the effect of elements 
from X. Rather, we shc~ld examine the action of input strings. The sem&roup S 
of the equivalence classes of strings with respect to their action as functions from 
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Q to Q will contain a sub-semi-group !? of those strings which induce simplicid 
maps. 

2.8. As noted in the Ap:pendix contiguity of maps should be important for this 
theory. Translating the definitions into automata terms, f and g are contiguo~ if, 

for all QEQ, x0,.._, x, E X there exist q’~ Q’, ~6,. . . , xl,, y&, . . . , y’,~ X’ such 
that f(ql l xi) = q’ l 3,; and g(q . q) = q’ l y{. By the result stated in the Appendk 
contiguous maps induce identical homology homorphisms. 

Example 2. Contiguws vnaps betwm two automata. 
Let AA = (X, Q) with X = (a, b}, Q =: (1,2,3} and action 

1 2 3 

+- 

a 3 2 1 9 
b 1 3 2 

Let A’ = (X’, Q’) with X’ = (a’, b’, c’). Q’ == {I ‘, 2’, 3’, 4’) and al&ion 

1’ 2’ 3’ 4’ 

t 

a’ 2’ 1’ 1’ 3’ 
b’ 3’ 2’ 4’ 1’ 
c’ 4’ 1’ 3’ 3’ 

Then the assockted simplicial complexes are given by the maximal simplexes 

u1 ={1,3}, ~~={2,3}, rrl-={1,2}, 

cr; =(2’,3’,4’), a;=(1’,2’}, &=(1’.3’,4’}, a’4=(1’,3’}. 
i* 

The functions 

f:cl,2,3)+(1’,2’,3’) 

g : (l, 2,3) .--) (l’, 2’, 4’) 

are simplicial maps which are contiguous, since 

f(q) U g(a*) = {l’, 3’, 4% a;, 

f bz) (J gb,) = (2’, 3’, 4’) c crl,, 

f (us) u g(a,) = {I’, 2’) c CT-i;. 

2.9, In particular, an input string x* of !? will ble contiguous with the identity if, 
for all q E Q, x0, . . . , J:,, E X there exists lg E Q, &, . . . G, jjo, . . . , j$ E X such that 
q * xi = q - zi, q l xix* z= ij - pi. In this case the homology homorphism induced-by 
x*, being identical with that induced by the identity, is an isomorphism. 

2.10. The elements of s :an be partitioned into contiguity classes of maps 
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connected by a sequence of contiguites. Then following the theorr,:m and corollary 
in the Appendix, we may state a fixed-simplex theorem, thus. 

Theuzem. If 4% is the number -f n -simpikxes- of un automatOr3, iet x = C (- l)n~. 
7%en x $ i! imA. ?es that any eZeme+q of 3 in the contiguity class t f the identity feaves 

SOM simplex jsXed. 

Es-Me 3. Contiguities of Simplickd maps of an uuL maton. 

Let Q =(1,2,3) X = {a, b) with action 

1 2 3 

t--- 

a2 3 1 
b2 2 3 

The semi-group S gives all possible maps of Q to itself, other than the odd 
permu tat ions. 
The sub-semigroup s of simplicial maps is then + 

s = (id, b, ab, a2b, aba, a2ba, a2bab, a2baba, ba’b, ba2ba. ba2ba2, 

abab, ababa, L , bab, baba). 

For brevity’s sake det:ote these by A, B, . . . , P. Then contiguities are given by 

comparing their actiom upon the simplexes c2 = (2,3), cr, = (1,3). This gives 

A-F,J,L H-J,4;c,A4,N,ci 

k+C,D,G,I,JJ,Q PYl,L, 0 

C-D,G,I,.T,L,O J-K,L,M,lV,/-),P 

D-G,I,J,L,O K-M,N,P 

E-F,G,H,J,K,M,N,P L-O 

F-HJ,K,M,N,P M-N, P 

G-I,.T,L,O N-P . 

(We have omitted contiguities which are implied by symmetry and reflexivity.) 
Thus all are in the contiguity class of id and, since Xf 0, all have a fixed 

simplex. 

2.11. A simplicial complex may be said to be contructible if the identity is in the 
same contiguity class as the constant map. 

In the dual complex of A = (X, 0) described in Section 2.2 it is ckar that if 
there exists an input which is a reset (constant map to qo, say),then Q is just a 
simplex pivoted at go, and is contractible. All its homcpfogy groups 13; therefore 
vanish except for Hj which is isomorphic to the additive abehnn group of 

integers. This follows from the fact that the identity ar i cons’tant maps induce the 
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same homology homomorphism (see the Appenclix). But Dowker has proved that 
the dual homology theory is isomorphic to the theory adopted throughout this 
ssction (see Slection Z!.3,). We therefore have 

Theorem, If t’,z uutomaton A has an input which is a reset, then all its homJogy 
groups H,, vanish far n > 0, while H(, E: Z. 

2.E It would be desirable to have a systematic way of computing homology of 
automata. In topological theory there exist algebraic devices for calculating the 
new homology which results from excismg or adding a simplex to a simplicial 
complex. 

A similar building block apprljach to the present theory should result from 
studying the effect on homology of (i) adding a new input to a giveit automaton, 
or (ii) extending the given input actions to a new point ad&d to Q. Work is 
proceeding on this idea. 

3. Cubid theory 

3.1. The ilmposition of inertial tolerance as the basic structure of an automaton 
[X, 0) loses a little more information but enables us to construct a homology 
theory for which the coarse function space toleu-ante provides zhe appropriate 
homotopy (Section 1.9). Cubical homology fulfills this role. We use the singular 
theory. (See e.g. Hilton and Wylie [5].) 

3.2. The standard n-cube e, is the sL:bset of Hilblert space H” comisting of points 
(u,)=(u,, u*,. . . . u,.. ..) such that ui=O, i>n, and each Ui=O or 1,isn. The 
cube e, has tolerancb: structure (Ui) p (uf) iff the points (h), (u[) differ in at most 
one coordinate. 

3.3. The chain grq) C,(Q) is the free abelian group generated by the set of all 
tolerance maps f : e,. + Q. f is called a singular n-cube of Q Its boundary 
operator ;I: C”(Q) * C,JQ) is defined by 

-+ i (___I y-fi’) 

1 -= 1 

where f” : e,_, + 0 is given by 

L- 

en_, -L 4, -2 Q, 
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\ The fij are tolerance preserving and are the faces of f. It is straightforward to 
: verify that XI = 0. Thus (C(Q), a) is a chain complex. (See the Appendix.) 

3.4. A degerwate (singulur) n-cube f does not depend on all its coordinates, e.g. 
if f(u, u2, . . . , u,J = f(u, u2, . . . , u,,) where u2,. . . , u, are fixed we say that f is 
degenerate along its first coordinate. We exclude such undesirable “Aat” cubes as 
in classical cubical singular homology by “ncrmalising” the chain groups, i.e. by 
taking the factor group of q(Q) by rts subgroup of degenerate n-cubes. The 
normalised homology groups will be denoted by H,,(Q), all homology groups 
henceforth being deemed normalised. 

3.5. Lemma. A tolerance ma 7 g : Y + Z (Y, Z being tokrutrce spaces) induces a 
chain homomorphism S : C(Y) --) C(Z). 

Proof. Let S,(f) = d, where f E C,(Y). Since g is a tolel-ante map, gf~ Cn (Z). 

Also 

a&&f) =agf = e ((gfp-(gjy), 
i=l 

and 

Thus $j is a chain homomorphism (see the Appendix). 

3.6. Let Zy be the set of tolerance maps with tk coarse function space 
tolerance. 

Theorem. If x1 px2 then rhe induced chaiit hornomo~phisms ZI, Z2 uye chain 
rtlomotopic (see the Appendix). 

Proof. For all n., define A, : C,(Y) + C,,+,(Z) a:; follows. Let f: e,, + Y be a 
singular n-cube of Y. Then Af = h, lwhere 

when ul =O, 

h.+J when u1 = 1. 

This is an element of C,,, &?I) since 

(x,, x2 are tolerance presrrving and 
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{A,,) is a chain homotopy, for if f~ C,,+ ,, 

n+ 1 

A,,_$f= A r, (-l,‘(f’“-f”, 
i=l 

n+l 

= Jf” _Af’“+ c (_-l)i(Af’” -Af”‘, 

i=2 

= x2f - x If -- aA,J. 

A also maps degenerate cubes to degenerate cubes, so induces a chain homotopy 
on the normalised chain complcx.es (and hence the identical homolog!l 
homomorphisms. X1*. X2*). 

Cu~~ollary. Honzotopic tolerance Ezaps induce chaillt homotopic chain honzomorph- 
km. 

Proof. Two function,.; are homotopic if they are connected by a sequence of 
tolerances (1.7). Thus homotopic functions induce chain homomorphisms which 
arc connected by a sequence of chain homotopie;, and are therefore c:liain 
homotopic. 

Note that the coarse function space tolerance is a form of contiguity for the 
cubical theory in the sense that x, px2 implies 

xlfk,)Ux2fk,)= hk,,,) 

in the notation of the proof of the theorem. 

3.7. Let (Y, be ,he number of non-degenerate singular n-cubes of Q, i.e. the 
number of generators of the normalised C,,(Q). 

Theorem. If x =r xi [-- I)& + 0 then every string .s of tolerance-preserving inputs 
induces u chain map S oj some cube of Q to itself: 

rmf. Inertia requires that x p 1 for all 1 E X, so every string is homotcpic to the 
identit:r (connected to the identity by a path in Q’O). 

It follows fron, Corollary 3.6 and the Corollary in the Appendix that S maps a 
generator of the 170rmalized C,(Q) to itself. Hence the nondegenerate cube of the 
class represented by this generator must map !.o iltself. 

3.8. Not surprkngly, the homclogy groups of an au:omator; A in the above 
cubic>’ theory differ in gen,:ral tlom the homo!ogy groups of A defined in Section 
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Consider the automaton A = (X, Q) of Appendix 2(b). 1~ the simplicial theory, 
the 1-simplices are v1 = {1,3), o2 = {2,3}, cr; --T {1,2}, which can be ofiented to 
produce a non-bounding cycle. 

Inertia tolerance on Q is given by 1 p 3, 2 p 3, so the cubical singular chain 
group C,(Q) is generated by f : el 3 Q, f(O)= 1, f(l)=3 and g*el+ Q, g(O)=2, 
g( 1) = 3. There is no l-cycle. 

Appendix: Homoliogy Theory (see e.g. Spanier [8]) 

A (finite) simplicial complex is a set K of subsets of a finite set V, such that 

We may assume UQEK u = V and identify singleton sets of K with elements of V. 
If u E K has rz + 1 points and an orientation we call it an oriented n-dimensiomal 

simplex and denote the set of such by Kn. The map 

where * denotes omission, defines the ith face operator &n : K1, + K,_,. 
An n-~hir~ OWY K is a &ma1 sum (;1= xi miai over the oriented n-simplexes 

of K with integer coefficients m,. The set of n-chains over K is an additive abelian 
group C,,(K), called the pith &in group of K. 

The boun:lary operator d,, : G(K) -+ G1__,(K) is defined by linear extension from 
its action on the generators of c(K) as 

It is straightforward to verify that l&&,+1 = 0 for all IZ. Thus c_‘(K) = {C,(K), d,,) 

is a chain complex. Its homology theory is developed purely algebraically as 
follows. 

The set of cycles Z,,(K) is the subgroup of n-chains C,, for which L&C, = 0. The 
set of boundaries B,,(K) is the subgroup of n-chains C,, with C, = &+lC,,l for 
some ya+ 1 chain Cn+l. 

Since &&+l = 0, B,(K& ZJM). The factor group H,(K) = Z,,(K)/B,(K) is 
called the nth homology group of K. 

A chain homomorphism f : C(K) -+ C(K’) is a collection of homomorphisms 

f7,: C,,(K)&> C(K’j such that fn__,d& = d,& for all n. 
A simpliciul map f of a simplicial set K to a simplicial set K’ is a set of functions 

f, : K,, + Kk such that fn_l&n = q,,f,. A simplicial map f induces chain 

homomorphisms of chain groups fn : C*(K) + CJK’) and. hence of homology 
groups f7e : H,(K) --) H,(K’). 

Two simplicial maps f9 g : K + K’ a::e contiguous, f - g? if f(a)/ U g(a) E K’ for all 
u E K. Two maps are in the same ~xttigt~it)) class if they are connected by a 
sequence of contiguities. 
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A chain homotopy of chain maps 7, jj : C(K) + C(K’)I is ii z;et o:E homomorphisms 

A,, : C,(K) --jr C,,,(K’) such that aA + A (3 = f - g in each dimension. 
Mcps in the same contiguity cl!ass induce chain-homotopic homomorphisms, 

and chain homotop:y is am equivalence relation. 
Chain homotopic homomorphisms induce the same holmomorphism of homol- 

QgY groups. 
If F is a free, k%ly generated abelian group and c$ : IF + F an endomorphism, 

the trace of 4 is lefined as tr 4 = xi 4ii where 4(q) = xi ($iiq and {pi} is a basis for 
F. 

For a finite simplicial complex the chain groups and homology groups are free, 
finitely generated so the trace of a chain homomorphism &, :C,(K) --) C,,(K) 
together with the trace of the induced homology homomorphism #p, is defined for 
each n. 

Tk same is true of the normalised cubical singular chain groups C,(Q) of 
Section 3.4. 

Let C = (C,,, &) be any free finitely generated chain complex. 

Hopf Trace Theorem. If C,, =z 0, n > IV, then 

$J (-1)“tr 4n = i (--I )” tr+_. 
n=O n=O 

If cy, is the number of gener.ators of Cn (e.g. for C,(K), the number of 
n-simplexes of M), then the EuZevPoincar6 characteristic of the chain complex is 
x == xi (- 1 yq. 

Corollary. If xf 0, then every hommnorphism of C to ibdf which is chain 
homotopic to the iderrtity, maps a generator of some C,, ~1 itseif. 

This follows immediately from the fact that chain hornotopic homomorphisms 
induce the same homomorphisms of homology groups. For llet <b : C --) C be a 
chain bomomorphism which is chain homotopic to 1. Then 

X = C (--1)‘ai = C (---l)i tI li 

i i 

I= C (-1)’ tr li*= 1 (-l)i & bi* 
i i 

=: 1 i-l)i tr @i 

Thus xi (- 1)’ tr 4i # 0. So for some n, tr & 74 0. Hence there is a generator c of C,, 
which maps to cyc + b, cy # 0, b independent of c. But sirq~lexe~l map to simplexes, 
5;o (I must map tc itself. 
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This reasoning is the classical means of applyiltg the Hopf Trace Theorem to 
achieve fixed-simplex theorems and leads on to the well-known fixed point 
theorems. 
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